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Editorial
Dear Madam, Dear Sir,

A warm welcome to you all !

Welcome to the land of Authentic Normandy, an exceptional and excellent 

region, a true holiday destination inviting you to discover its authenticity. 

Our region is lived, breathed and tasted. As for our geographical location, 

in the heart of Normandy, just a few hours away from major cities, such as 

Paris and London, around twenty- thirty minutes from Deauville, Trouville 

and Cabourg, Authentic Normandy wants to show you that living here is a 

life choice. We want to share our true art of living with you. 

While browsing through this magazine, we invite you to discover the 

diversity and quality of our sites here in the heart of the Pays d’Auge. 

All the service providers found in the following pages share our spirit of 

excellence.  They all offer you a warm and hearty welcome.

Our entire team is always at your service to offer you the very best 

solutions for your stay.

See you very soon !

The Authentic Normandy Tourism Department. 
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Follow the guide !
Visits

The best way to discover the attractions of our cities and towns and to learn about their history is undoubtedly to take a guided tour.  
The Authentic Normandy Tourist Office offers a wide range of discoveries. These walking tours last around 1 hour 30 minutes.

The Authentic Normandy Tourist Office also offers other destinations such as (Saint-Julien-
le-Faucon, Moyaux, Fervaques, Mézidon-Canon...) or other types of visits: church heritage 
(architecture, sacred art, cultural customs...), the greatest cheese shops, traditional farms, 
landscapes, funerary art, French war memorials and much more !

LISIEUX
• The Lisieux of yesteday and 

the Lisieux of today
• In the days of Saint Therese
• Art Deco
LIVAROT
• Cheese city
• Brick colour
ORBEC
• Timber framed town
• Along the waterside
SAINT-PIERRE-SUR-DIVES
• Along the streets...
• A thousand-year-old abbey
• A treasure chest of heritage

Orbec
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Basilique - Lisieux
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An array of churches rise into the 
Pays d’Auge landscape. Each one 
different and unique, telling its own 
part of history, its own moment of 
charm. With remarkable architecture, 
elegant church furniture, priceless 
stained glass windows, monumental 
altarpieces, moving statues and 
charming grounds, discovering the 
religious heritage here is a trip in itself.

On the way, take note of the many 
crosses and oratories devoted to the 
Virgin, which mark the crossroads. 
Long ago, they used to guide pilgrims 
who crossed themselves upon 
approaching.

The region is also a spiritual 
destination. Lisieux is a unique 
sanctuary of the world with three 
saints from the same family. Thanks 
to Saint Thérèse of the Child Jesus, 
more commonly known as Saint 
Thérèse of Lisieux, and thanks to her 
parents, Saints Louis and Zelie Martin, 
Lisieux has become, after Lourdes, 
the second largest sanctuary city in 
France and one of the most important 
pilgrimage places in Europe. 

The authentic sites of the Lexovian 
city where Saint Thérèse spent her 
entire life are open to the public: her 
childhood home in Les Buissonnets, 
the Carmel Chapel, the convent 
that she lived in * and the basilica 
dedicated to her, which welcomes 
more than a million visitors each year.

As well as pilgrimage sites, these 
monuments are also fully-fledged 
cultural and heritage sites, as they are 
exceptional both in their architecture 
and the treasures that they contain. 
The basilica is often compared to that 
of Montmartre ! 

Lisieux is therefore a historic and lively 
city, a very pleasant place to roam 
the streets. And as you stroll around, 
you should stop at the cathedral, 
reminding yourself that the city was 
the seat of a bishopric until 1790. It 
is of course possible to take guided 
tours of each of these places.

For Old stone enthusiasts, modern 
architecture lovers, or if you are just 
looking for a place to recharge your 
batteries and seek serenity, Lisieux is 
an essential stop-off.

*Only the chapel housing the nun’s shrine 
is accessible. An inside tour is also offered 
to visitors, allowing them, by modern 
means and through many objects, to 
understand the message of Saint Therese

The churches and abbeys trip

150 buildings,  
1 000 years of history

Stopping to admire three architectural 
gems in Normandy is a must :

• The former Benedictine abbey in 
Saint-Pierre-sur-Dives, with its 
recently restored Notre Dame abbey 
church and its monastic buildings.

• The Basilica of St Thérèse, in 
Lisieux, one of the last pilgrimage 
churches built in France and, which 
is surprisingly large.

• And the St Pierre Cathedral, one of 
Normandy’s first Gothic buildings. 
Also listed as a Historic Monument, 
the St Désir church is astonishing 
with its concrete shell and its 1950s 
architecture characteristics.

TAKE NOTE
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The manors and castles trip
The life of the castles

The region of Normandy was split into 
many fiefdoms in the Middle Ages, and 
is strewn with castles and manors. 

One of the best known is the Château 
of Saint-Germain-de-Livet, which 
is open to the public. Surrounded 
by moats, this jewel of the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries combines a 
timber-framed manor with stone and 
glazed brick buildings. Inside, the 
function hall still has murals dating 
back to the 16th century. In addition, 
a museum houses together, furniture, 
tableware and works of art, belonging 
to the family who lived in the castle 
before they donated it to the city of 
Lisieux.

Lovers of medieval history are 
passionate about the château of 
Crèvecœur in Crèvecœur-en-Auge. 
The oldest sections of this château 
date back to the 12th century ! It is a 
unique example of a small rural fiefdom 
with its timber-framed buildings and 
its abode hidden behind a large wall. 
Theatrical costume tours or, when 
in season, medieval re-enactments 
bring this period back to life. 

Château of Boutemont gardens, a 
true work of art! Located in Ouilly-le-
Vicomte, this fortress from the 15th 
and 16th centuries is well known for 
its French style gardens, decorated 
with boxwood, flower beds and Italian 
sculptures. More modern castles are 
also open to visitors. Like the one in 
Canon, where the park, the bodies of 
water and the Chartreuses promise a 
magnificent walk.

Being more rural and picturesque, 
manors tend to highlight their 
diversity. The Bellou Manor invites 
you to discover a fine example 
of a 16th century half-timbered 
building spanning over two floors. In 
Coupesarte, the Manor has retained 
its original wooden framework and 
offers an exceptional architectural 
unity in the Pays d’Auge. Built on 
a moat from the 15th century, the 
barns, stalls and stables date back 
to the 17th century. Still inhabited, 
the manor keeps up its agricultural 
farming business. Its outside space is 
accessible for visits free of charge.

• Château of Saint-Germain-de-Livet
• Château of Canon
• Château of Crèvecoeur
• Boutemont Château in Ouilly-le-

Vicomte
• Bellou Manor
• Coupesarte Manor

TAKE NOTE

Saint-Germain-de-Livet

Mézidon-Canon
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Honour to Lisieux whose Museum of 
Art and History (free admission) tells 
the story of the city over the centuries 
and how it inspired its region. In the 
shelter of a splendid half-timbered 16th 
century house, ten spaces display the 
following eras, the Gallo-Roman times 
(a reconstructed burial), the medieval 
times, the bishops’ era, the golden age 
of ceramics and textiles (wool and linen), 
the glory of Thérèse canonised in 1925, 
the trial of war, rebirth, the projects... All 
splendid, scholarly and captivating.

There is a change of scenery in Saint-
Germain-de-Livet, 7km south of Lisieux. 
In the heart of a garden watched over 
by peacocks and swans, a bridge spans 
over the moat, which is still watered by 
the castle museum. It is a real marvel. 
It includes a 15th century half-timbered 
manor and a stone building made of 
checkered and glazed brick from the 
16th century Pre-d’Auge period. Photo, 
please! We discover the refined home of 
the family of aristocrats who lived here in 
the 19th century: murals, a monumental 
fireplace, furniture, a piano, works of 
art, crockery and chandeliers... Note 

that the paintings are signed by Léon 
Riesener, grandfather of the last owner 
and cousin of Eugene Delacroix.

Remarkable association ! 
Dozens of objects and works of 
art bear witness to centuries 
of history as reference 
points stretched out along 
memory lane. In the centre 
of the small village of 
Orbec, the pearl of Pays 
d’Auge, is the Old Manor 
Museum. Its collections? 
A 17th century travel trunk, 
a portrait in relief of Louis 
XIV, an antique pistol with a 
wooden grip, a sculpture of a 
faun, dated 1874, an Etruscan 
ceramic (6th century BC)... This 
joyous variety is on display in a 
superb house with carved wooden 
panels built in 1568. The showcase 
that the Orbec treasure deserved.

Museums
Go back in time in Authentic Normandy

Orbec

Lisieux

Orbec
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Taste trail
History of flavours

« CIDER »

In Normandy, apple trees have always 
found favourable soil and a great 
climate for their development. Planted 
on shallow clay-limestone hillsides with 
a temperate oceanic climate, apple 
trees produce at their full potential . 
Cider apples, which are rather different 
from table apples, are small and rich 
in tannins, where the flavours are 
established.

« CALVADOS »

Fruit, wood, time and creativity! Made 
from fruit, either apples, or apples and 
pears, depending on the AOC, Calvados 
production begins in the orchard, 
from the harvest period, lasting from 
the end of September through to mid-
December. To be placed on the market, 
AOC Calvados must still be aged in oak 
barrels for a minimum of two to three 
years.

« NORMANDY POMMEAU »

The most Norman of aperitifs earned this 
reputation with AOC recognition in 1991. 
Anchored in the greatest respect of 
Norman tradition, the Pommeau is born 
from mixing the sweetest cider apples 
with Calvados. This «mutage» operation 
is typical of the region’s production 
zones, a symbol of Norman know-how.

Pays d’Auge, which is all hilly groves, remains a breeding ground, mainly for dairy cows. Dairy cows allow for the production of 
Normandy’s most famous cheeses, namely Camembert, Pont-l’évêque and Livarot They go perfectly with local ciders, from the same 
region. With its eleven AOC products or Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) products, Normandy can boast about having very rich 
soil. Our destination includes seven of these. Calvados (AOC), Pays d’Auge Calvados (AOC), Normandy Pommeau (AOC), Pays d’Auge 
Cider (AOC/PDO), Normandy Camembert (PDO), Livarot (PDO) and Pont-L’Évêque (PDO), are all natural inspirations for the restaurant 

owners in Lisieux, Orbec, Mézidon-Canon and many others in our small villages.

Le Lieu Chéri
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Anglo-Saxon romanticism enthusiasts 
love Canon Gardens in Mézidon. As 
for fans of French-style gardens, their 
choice is the Boutemont Garden in 
Ouilly-le-Vicomte, where the geometry 
and views make for a wonderful 
spectacle. For an eclectic discovery, 
check out the Pays d’Auge gardens in 
Cambremer, for its plant production: with 
over 4 hectares, you will find floral aisles, 
ponds lined with aquatic perennials, 
rose beds, plants collections, and the 
list goes on.

Other plants appear through the 
seasons. The illustration is the l’Abbé 
Marie Garden in Saint-Germain-de-Livet, 
where the restored cemetery coexists 
with small squares of perennials. 
Or along the aisles of the Protective 
Botanical Garden (past plants and 
vegetables) in Saint-Pierre-sur-Dives.

Other charming green spots are found 
right in the town centre, such as the 
Evêché gardens, a stone’s throw away 
from Lisieux cathedral. 

Finally, authentic nature lovers 
don’t miss a visit to the source of the 
Orbiquet river in Folletière-Abenon. Up 
for a photo and picnic break ?

The parks and gardens trip

• Outsanding gardens : Canon 
Château, The Pays d’Auge Gardens 
in Cambremer and the Boutemont 
Castle Gardens in Ouilly-le-Vicomte

• Evêché Garden in Lisieux
• Abbé Marie Garden in Saint-

Germain-de-Livet
• Conservatory Garden in Saint-Pierre-

en-Auge
• The source of the Orbiquet river in 

Folletière-Abenon

TAKE NOTE

Saint-Pierre-en-Auge
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The five continents 
in Authentic 
Normandy

Nicknamed the «Jurassic Park of the 
Pays d’Auge», the Clos des Ratites is 
the ideal place to discover the strange 
world of the winged descendants of 
dinosaurs such as ostriches, rheas and 
other emus.

In the la Dame Blanche Animal Park, 
they take animals in, care for them and 
get them back on their paws.  If possible, 
they then release them back in to the 
wild. This emblematic institution of 
Normandy has become a specialist in 
the protection of species at risk following 
an injury, illness or abandonment. As a 
result, more than a thousand animals 
are pampered each year. Fawns, foxes, 
owls, ponies, hawks, rabbits, badgers, 
herons, wild boars and other chicks that 
have fallen from the nest. Guided tour 
led by big-hearted passionate people, 
animal freedom activists.

Enjoy the benefits of the outdoors or 

nature in traditional Normandy farms: 
see the animals and help look after them 
for a unique and authentic experience in 
the heart of Normandy!

Educational farms are also a delight 
for young and old alike! In Hiéville, it 
is a donkey paradise. There are about 
twenty of them, of several breeds, often 
with their foals, roaming on the green 
meadows of the Pays d’Auge. When the 
Asinerie opens its enclosures, the visits 
can begin! Detailed explanations on 
the animal will immediately grab 
children’s attention, the cosmetic 
virtues of donkey’s milk will 
attract mothers, there is advice 
on adopting a donkey and 
milking lessons... The day will be 
truly enchanting.

Finally, in the unmissable Cerza 
zoological park, you will discover 1,200 
wild animals in wide open spaces over 
70 hectares of land. Come and take 
part in a world tour in the small village 
Hermival-les-Vaux, where you can 
discover animals from all continents 
either on foot or aboard the little train !

In Authentic Normandy, animals are kings! Norman horses and cows run and graze in large numbers in the grasslands, but not 
just that! The owners of some farms or stud farms (like the one in Ecajeul) open their doors to you and allow you to discover their 

profession with passion. But animals such as sheep, llamas, ostriches and lions also live together in the region.

Cerza

Clos des Ratites Haras d’Ecajeul

Au Paradis des ânes du Pays d’Auge
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Out of the ordinary
Surprising & unexpected fl avours

Cheeses, cider and apples, all right, 
that’s Normandy. In addition to these 
fundamentals, the region is enriched by 
less conventional products produced by 
enthusiasts. Proof of this can be found 
in a few gourmet and original skills, 
capable of making a Normandy getaway 
deliciously unforgettable.

Towards Orbec, in the heart of the 
Pays d’Auge. Since the Middle Ages, 
its inhabitants have known about the 
existence of this underground quarry. It 
now houses the only mushroom farm in 
the region. Production: one tonne each 
week of oyster mushrooms, shiitaké and 
button mushrooms. Extreme freshness 
guaranteed! A few kilometres away, 
discover water cress farming grown 
in running water by visiting the last 
watercress farm in Calvados. 

Saffron is another original product in the 
region. This graceful little fl ower, with its 
purple petals and red pistil, produces a 
magical yellow powder which costs as 
much as gold! To learn more about how 
it is grown, what it is used for and how 
much it costs, visit the Saffron cultivator 

from the mill alleyway. Available to taste 
and purchase on site. 

At the end of summer, Normandy also 
comes to life at harvest time! Exceptional 
geological and geographical conditions 
for wine make the superbly exposed 
hillside of Saint-Pierre-sur-Dives a 
treasure. Arpents du Soleil produces 
high quality red and white wine, 
packaged in original 50cl bottles or 
magnums.

Chocolate lovers must head towards 
the Mérimée house in Lisieux. It all 
starts with a journey: a fi lm shows the 
routes used to transport cocoa beans 
to Normandy. Then, it’s time for a visit: 
chocolate bars, fi lled sweets, sculptures 
and objects (amazing shoes for ladies 
made of chocolate!). Then you have to 
impatiently wait until you get home to try 
them...

On a similar note, visit the workshop of 
Nicolas Barbet, master chocolate maker 
and confectioner. Just hearing his title 
tickles your taste buds as soon as you 
step over the door into his sweet shop, 
which is a temple of chocolate, fi lled 
with macaroons, marshmallows and 
cupcakes that make childhood treats. 
Nicolas is happy to share and tell you 
all about his products, and also leads 
workshops for his visitors. 

In Saint-Philbert-des-Champs, jams 
and jellies presented in the shop are 
already making the gourmands’ mouths 
water. So why not unlock the secrets of 
Norman cuisine and pastries revealed 
by chef Elisabeth Tirel ? 

Récréation Sucrée

Arpents du Soleil

Elisabeth Thirel
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Activities, sports and leisure
Let’s move it !

In the realm of working people, 
Normandy offers a change of scenery 
and delights all those with a passion.  
There is something for everyone.

Do you like to walk ? Hundreds of 
kilometres of hiking trails criss-cross 
the region.

Want to cycle ? Normandy is full of 
cycling and mountain biking routes, for 
hundreds of kilometres in the heart of 
nature.

Do you like riding ? Saddle up at one of 
the region’s equestrian centres, there 
are several, and you will come across 
many more paths and routes to discover. 
Walk, trot, gallop! Horse riding fans will 
also delight in the stands at the Lisieux 
racecourse (900 seats), or in applauding 
horse and carriage contests.

Schatzi Park is another lively place fully 
dedicated to sport with beach-football, 
beach-volleyball and even boules fields.

Those who prefer water sports can 
choose to do canoeing or kayaking on 
the water in Lisieux and Saint-Pierre-
sur-Dives, before putting their skills to 
the test (while enjoying themselves) on 
the Touques and Dives rivers.

Finally, it is possible to take to the skies 
thanks to paragliding. The activity is 
practised from the heights of the Billot. 
From above, Authentic Normandy is 
even more beautiful !

Authentic Normandy means :
• More than 600 km of hiking trails
• More than fifty mountain bike tracks 

and cycling routes
• More than 15 equestrian centres
• A racecourse that hosts national-

level races
• Two canoeing-kayaking bases

TAKE NOTE

Saint-Pierre-en-Auge

Le Nautile

Le Billot
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Fans of feathers and rhinestones, meet 
at the Le Chaudron Magik’ cabaret, a 
place of glittery evenings, crazy scenes 
and mad atmospheres. Let the show 
begin !

Before, after, it will be time to visit two 
key bars in Lisieux. The Guest, both a 
lounge bar and an elegant restaurant, 
which is both chic and trendy. As well as 
Les Sœurs Pinard, a restaurant and wine 
bar in a cosy and warm setting. Plus, 

concerts are scheduled every weekend. 
Cheers !

To stretch your legs and clear your head, 
enjoy the pleasure of throwing a bowling 
ball on our eight lanes at the Lisieux 
bowling alley, six of which are suitable 
for children. The site also offers the 
opportunity to compete at darts, pinball, 
table football, etc. It’s up to you !

And then, at the « military base » of Laser 
Impact, a realm of laser battles take 
place and are seriously fought just for 
fun. With the set, uniforms, weapons 
and sound effects, you’ve got it all. But 
it’s only a game to play with family or 
friends ! 

Where you will have some unforgettable 
evenings ! A unique experience in 
Authentic Normandy !

Night life 
Laugh, clap, dance and then do it again! In Authentic Normandy, we like to share the joy of being together, the desire to have fun, the 

evenings that put the head in party.

March Lisieux Tree and Plant Fair

Moyaux Donkey festival

April Saint-Pierre-en-Auge The Agglo trail

Livarot Pays d’Auge Paris-Camembert (cycling)

Mézidon-Canon Easter at the Château

Crèvecoeur-en-Auge  Egg Festival

May Cambremer Festival for AOC-PDO products

June Orbec Feast of Camembert and ancient trades

Saint-Pierre-sur-Dives Keys’ game and medieval market

Across « Authentic Normandy » The legendary Haras

July Lisieux Saints Louis and Zélie Martin Festival

Lisieux Ancient Music Festival

Crèvecoeur-en-Auge Medieval shows, demonstrations and workshops

Lisieux 1 st criterium from Tour de France (cycling)

August Livarot Cheese Fair

Crèvecoeur-en-Auge « Les Médiévales » (entire week of historical re-enactment)

Lisieux The Jazzitudes

Saint-Pierre-sur-Dives  Motorcycles Festival

September Lisieux Saint Therese Festival

October Hermival-Les-Vaux The Cerza mountain bike raid

November Lisieux Large Flea Markets (more than 850 exhibitors)

Décember Lisieux Crèches du Monde Exhibition - Special guest : Asia - exhibition until early 
February

Mézidon-Canon Christmas at the Château

Many Christmas markets are held throughout the month... Programme available on request.

Many sporting events take place all year round : trails, hiking and mountain biking, running.... Sport lovers, nature lovers, welcome 
to « Authentic Normandy » !!! Antiques fairs, flea markets, collectors’ markets are also programmed throughout the year. welcome 

to « Authentic Normandy » !!!

To find out the dates and programme of these events, visit the website www.authenticnormandy.fr

Non-exhaustive list subject to modification by the organisers

Highlights of the year
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The Region in Bloom
A day in the Pays d'Auge

ON THE AGENDA

10 am to 11:30 am: Audio-guided tour - Graindorge Cheese Dairy
The Graindorge Cheese Dairy offers a unique tour of its manufacturing workshops. 
Through a corridor of glass galleries, visitors discover the various stages in the production 
of Livarot and Pont l'Evêque, AOC cheeses made right here in Normandy.

12 pm to 2 pm: Lunch at the À la Grâce de Dieu restaurant- St Pierre en Auge 

2:30 pm to 4:30 pm: Theatrical tour and discovery of the gardens - Château de 

Canon
Theatrical tour of the castle
It’s 1775 and Anne-Louise Elie de Beaumont has just completed the work on her 
beautiful estate in Canon. She welcomes you to her new home, this
“country house”, and invites you to look round. A festive table has just been set up in 
the dining room!
Free tour of the Canon gardens
Take a map and discover this exceptional park which has many surprises in store for 
you: wine press, orangery, follies, waterfalls and of course the magnificent Chartreuses, 
a unique series of walled gardens, offering a breathtaking display of perennials.

4:30 pm to 5 pm: Refreshment - Château de Canon
Coffee, tea and cake: before leaving, enjoy a gourmet break in a splendid setting!

For information and reservations
Château de Canon / +33 (0)2 31 20 65 17 / Alice Le Breton canon.accueil@gmail.com

The price includes the tours and tastings mentioned on the agenda and the meals and drinks included. All guests must choose the same menu.
The price does not include transportation, personal expenses, travel insurance or baggage insurance.

Payment must be made to each service provider. Reservations must be made no later than 72 hours in advance. After this period, all cancellations will be 
invoiced.

To confirm your reservation, payment of 50% of the total amount is required as a deposit at the time of booking.

MENU

Blond liver parfait
with onion jam

Homemade duck confit
with a thyme jus 

Potato gratin
with nutmeg

Three regional cheeses

Vanilla iced biscuit,
hot chocolate

1 day
45 km

From € 37.60
Free for driver 

Based on 30 pax

14

CHEESE DAIRY  MANOR  LISIEUX  BISTROT GOURMAND  BASILICA  CIDER ESTATE  HOTEL

Pays d uge
A DAY
IN THE

MARKET    FARM    ORBEC    MUSHROOMS    LISIEUX    FECAMP 
ETRETAT    CASTELS    CHEESES    CALVADOS
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DISCOVERY
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The Region in Bloom
A day in the Pays d'Auge
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The Graindorge Cheese Dairy offers a unique tour of its manufacturing workshops. 
Through a corridor of glass galleries, visitors discover the various stages in the production 
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It’s 1775 and Anne-Louise Elie de Beaumont has just completed the work on her 
beautiful estate in Canon. She welcomes you to her new home, this
“country house”, and invites you to look round. A festive table has just been set up in 
the dining room!
Free tour of the Canon gardens
Take a map and discover this exceptional park which has many surprises in store for 
you: wine press, orangery, follies, waterfalls and of course the magnificent Chartreuses, 
a unique series of walled gardens, offering a breathtaking display of perennials.

4:30 pm to 5 pm: Refreshment - Château de Canon
Coffee, tea and cake: before leaving, enjoy a gourmet break in a splendid setting!

For information and reservations
Château de Canon / +33 (0)2 31 20 65 17 / Alice Le Breton canon.accueil@gmail.com

The price includes the tours and tastings mentioned on the agenda and the meals and drinks included. All guests must choose the same menu.
The price does not include transportation, personal expenses, travel insurance or baggage insurance.

Payment must be made to each service provider. Reservations must be made no later than 72 hours in advance. After this period, all cancellations will be 
invoiced.

To confirm your reservation, payment of 50% of the total amount is required as a deposit at the time of booking.
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Blond liver parfait
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Homemade duck confit
with a thyme jus 

Potato gratin
with nutmeg
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Vanilla iced biscuit,
hot chocolate

1 day
45 km

From € 37.60
Free for driver 

Based on 30 pax

14 15
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For information and reservations
Château de Crèvecoeur/ +33 (0)2 31 63 02 45 / Florence Michel-Boissière florence@chateaudecrevecoeur.com

The price includes the tours and tastings mentioned on the agenda and the meals and drinks included.
The price does not include transportation, personal expenses, travel insurance, baggage insurance or snacks.

Payment must be made to each service provider. Reservations must be made no later than 72 hours in advance. After this period, all cancellations will 
be invoiced.

To confirm your reservation, payment of 50% of the total amount is required as a deposit at the time of booking.

Spring Lights
A day in the Pays d'Auge

1 day
32 km

From € 39
Free for driver 

Based on 30 pax

ON THE AGENDA

10 am to 11:15 am: Guided tour and tasting - Pierre Huet Distillery

Invaluable know-how since 1865!
Combining tradition and innovation, the HUET family are masters in the delicate art of blending.
The estate is located on the Cider Route and comprises 25 hectares of orchards. All is revealed
during the guided tour: from the century-old casks to the latest innovations, not to mention the
secrets how apples are slowly transformed into Calvados. Subtle scents, beautiful aromas,
fruity nuances... Finish by savouring the treasures of the Pays d'Auge with a
tasting of the estate’s products: cider, Pommeau and Calvados.

12 pm: Lunch at Au Bistrot Gourmand in Lisieux  

2 pm to 3:30 pm: The Lisieux of yesterday and the Lisieux of today

Panoramic views and a tour of the Basilica of Sainte Thérèse

A tour guide takes you through the streets of Lisieux to discover its history and heritage:  the 
town in Gallo-Roman times, the Episcopal Palace and its garden, the cathedral, former homes 
of the canons and private mansions, the town in the fifties as well as the Basilica. Through 
its history from ancient times to the present day, you will understand why Lisieux is a phoenix 
town.

4 pm to 5 pm: Dramatised tour - Château de Crèvecoeur

Experience the Middle Ages in an original way. It’s 1470!
Jeanne de Tilly is proud to present her estate to you: farm, dovecote, chapel and home. She
tells you her secrets for being a good wife and an accomplished lady of the house. In the
medicinal garden, she reveals her remedies for treating minor ailments and high fevers. To end 
the tour, Jeanne invites you to taste hippocras or apple juice.

MENU SUGGESTION

Kir white wine or soft drink

Smoked salmon salad with poached 
egg or apple parcel and Camembert 

with honey

Beef onglet with wild pepper sauce, 
gratin dauphinois and roasted cherry 
tomatoes or Fervaques trout steak 

with lemon butter and mashed potato

Panna cotta, red berry coulis or
homemade iced nougat

Tea or coffee 
Drinks

Flat and sparkling water included 
a glass of wine of your choice
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Autumnal Flavours
A day in the Pays d'Auge

1 day
22 km

From € 35
Free for driver 

Based on 30 pax

ON THE AGENDA

10 am to 11:30 am: Storytelling tour - Château de Crèvecoeur

Discover the small lord’s castle at Crèvecoeur through the story of “the baker’s son”. 
Finish your visit by the fireplace in the 15th century farmhouse with a tasting of hypocras 
and medieval biscuits.

12 pm to 2 pm: Brunch beneath the stills - Pierre Huet Distillery

Awaken your senses and taste the treasures of the Pays d'Auge!
Watch the start of the distillation and see it progress, the wonderful scent of freshly 
distilled brandy filling your nostrils.  At the foot of the stills, you can enjoy a sit-down 
brunch of local products: the perfect accompaniment to the estate’s ciders, Pommeau and 
Calvados.

2 pm to 3 pm: Guided tour - Pierre Huet Distillery

During the guided tour, discover the different stages of making cider, Pommeau 
and Calvados from the press to the maturation cellars.

3:30 pm to 5 pm: The Lisieux of yesterday and the Lisieux of today
Panoramic views and a tour of the Basilica of Sainte Thérèse

A tour guide takes you through the streets of Lisieux to discover its history and heritage:  
the town in Gallo-Roman times, the Episcopal Palace and its garden, the cathedral, former 
homes of the canons and private mansions, 
the town in the fifties as well as the Basilica. Through its history from ancient times 
to the present day, you will understand why Lisieux is a phoenix town.

For information and reservations
Château de Crèvecoeur/ +33 (0)2 31 63 02 45 / Florence Michel-Boissière florence@chateaudecrevecoeur.com

The price includes the tours and tastings mentioned on the agenda and the meals and drinks included.
The price does not include transportation, personal expenses, travel insurance, baggage insurance or snacks.

Payment must be made to each service provider. Reservations must be made no later than 72 hours in advance. After this period, all cancellations will be invoiced.
To confirm your reservation, payment of 50% of the total amount is required as a deposit at the time of booking.

GOURMET BRUNCH

Vire andouille sausage, Manche 
smoked ham, goose rillettes, 

Camembert, Pont L'Evêque, Livarot and 
Tomme Normande, bread.

Calvados cake, Normandy apple tart or 
“teurgoule”, a local rice pudding recipe 

(depending on stock).

Tea or coffee
Flat and sparkling waters included 

Ciders, Pommeau and Calvados Huet
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Autumnal Flavours
A day in the Pays d'Auge

1 day
22 km

From € 35
Free for driver 

Based on 30 pax

ON THE AGENDA

10 am to 11:30 am: Storytelling tour - Château de Crèvecoeur

Discover the small lord’s castle at Crèvecoeur through the story of “the baker’s son”. 
Finish your visit by the fireplace in the 15th century farmhouse with a tasting of hypocras 
and medieval biscuits.

12 pm to 2 pm: Brunch beneath the stills - Pierre Huet Distillery

Awaken your senses and taste the treasures of the Pays d'Auge!
Watch the start of the distillation and see it progress, the wonderful scent of freshly 
distilled brandy filling your nostrils.  At the foot of the stills, you can enjoy a sit-down 
brunch of local products: the perfect accompaniment to the estate’s ciders, Pommeau and 
Calvados.

2 pm to 3 pm: Guided tour - Pierre Huet Distillery

During the guided tour, discover the different stages of making cider, Pommeau 
and Calvados from the press to the maturation cellars.

3:30 pm to 5 pm: The Lisieux of yesterday and the Lisieux of today
Panoramic views and a tour of the Basilica of Sainte Thérèse

A tour guide takes you through the streets of Lisieux to discover its history and heritage:  
the town in Gallo-Roman times, the Episcopal Palace and its garden, the cathedral, former 
homes of the canons and private mansions, 
the town in the fifties as well as the Basilica. Through its history from ancient times 
to the present day, you will understand why Lisieux is a phoenix town.

For information and reservations
Château de Crèvecoeur/ +33 (0)2 31 63 02 45 / Florence Michel-Boissière florence@chateaudecrevecoeur.com

The price includes the tours and tastings mentioned on the agenda and the meals and drinks included.
The price does not include transportation, personal expenses, travel insurance, baggage insurance or snacks.

Payment must be made to each service provider. Reservations must be made no later than 72 hours in advance. After this period, all cancellations will be invoiced.
To confirm your reservation, payment of 50% of the total amount is required as a deposit at the time of booking.

GOURMET BRUNCH

Vire andouille sausage, Manche 
smoked ham, goose rillettes, 

Camembert, Pont L'Evêque, Livarot and 
Tomme Normande, bread.

Calvados cake, Normandy apple tart or 
“teurgoule”, a local rice pudding recipe 

(depending on stock).

Tea or coffee
Flat and sparkling waters included 

Ciders, Pommeau and Calvados Huet
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GOURMET MENU

Kir Normand and a selection of canopés 

Home-smoked salmon with 
homemade creamy dill sauce 

and blinis OR
Poultry ballotine with Camembert sauce

Pork filet mignon with potato gratin, broccoli 
and Normande sauce

OR
Fillet of sea bass with rice pilaf, carrot flan

and creamy fennel sauce

Chocolate coulant
with vanilla custard

OR
Tarte tatin with crème fraîche

Coffee
Red and white wine, still and sparkling water

included

An Exceptional Christmas
A day in the Pays d'Auge

ON THE AGENDA

10 am to 11:30 am: Audio-guided tour - Graindorge Cheese Dairy
The Graindorge Cheese Dairy offers a unique tour of its manufacturing workshops. Through 
a corridor of glass galleries, visitors discover the various stages in the production of Livarot 
and Pont l'Evêque, AOC cheeses made right here in Normandy.

12 pm to 2 pm: Lunch at the Jardin de l’Evêché restaurant in Lisieux
Gourmet, refined cuisine made using fresh products from the Normandy region

2:30 pm to 4:15 pm: The Lisieux of yesterday and the Lisieux of today

Panoramic city tour
Panoramic bus tour with tour guide commentary to discover the history and heritage of 
Lisieux: the town in Gallo-Roman times, the cathedral, former homes of the canons and 
private mansions as well as Lisieux in the fifties.
The Basilica of Sainte Thérèse and the World’s Nativity Scenes
Discovery of the Basilica, a masterpiece of decorative arts, and a free visit to the
“World’s Nativity Scenes” exhibition which brings together more than 250 nativity scenes 
from 60 countries around the world.

4:15 pm to 5:15 pm: Private tour of the Castle at Christmas - Château de Canon
Discover the Château de Canon with all its festive decorations and immerse yourself in a 
magical Christmas of yesteryear. The entrance hall, children’s bedroom and grand salon 
and more are fully decorated for the occasion. At the end of the tour, enjoy a chocolate by 
the fire in the kitchens.

This day is offered
From 7 to 18 December  2020

For information and reservations
Château de Canon / +33 (0)2 31 20 65 17 / Alice Le Breton canon.accueil@gmail.com

The price includes the tours and tastings mentioned on the agenda and the meals and drinks included. All guests must choose the same menu.
The price does not include transportation, personal expenses, travel insurance or baggage insurance.

Payment must be made to each service provider. Reservations must be made no later than 72 hours in advance. After this period, all cancellations will be 
invoiced.

To confirm your reservation  payment of 50% of the total amount is required as a deposit at the time of booking

1 day
50 km

From € 45.50
Free for driver Based 

on 30 pax
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Lisieux Normandie Tourism Office
Sanctuary
Carmel
Basilica
Cathedrale Saint-Pierre
Les Buissonnets
Museum of Art and History
Le Nautile 

CAR PARKS
Basilica, avenue Jean XXIII
Rue du Carmel
Between place F. Mitterrand and place Le 
Hennuyer
Les Buissonnets, bd Duchesne Fournet
Boulevard Jeanne d’Arc
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SNCF

Deauville 
Trouville 
Honfeur

Caen  
Bayeux

Saint-Germain de Livet 
Livarot / Alençon

Orbec / L’Aigle Evreux / Paris
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Tourism Directorate Urban area Lisieux Normandy 
11 rue d'Alençon - 14100 Lisieux - France 

Tel. +33 (0)2 31 48 18 10
tourism.authenticnormandy@agglo-lisieux.fr

Sandrine Papini : spapini@agglo-lisieux.fr


